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THE MAIN PART OF HYBRILIT  –GOVORUN SUPERCOMPUTER

One of the priority areas for the development of the
supercomputer «Govorun» is to increase the volume
of data storage and improve access parameters. DAOS
(Distributed Asynchronous Object Storage) storage
system is being implemented, which allows the use of
NVMe non-volatile memory and also supports Optane
DC Persistent Memory.

«Govorun» is a computing system for fast processing
of big data, including the «NICA» project. One of the
main tasks of the group in this direction is the
introduction of new technologies to increase the
efficiency of data processing.

hlit.jinr.ru

http://hlit.jinr.ru/


About 50 million events were generated for the MPD experiment using the
hierarchical structure of working with data. The unique composition of the
“Govorun” supercomputer equipment, which includes a super-fast data access
system and computing nodes with a large amount of RAM (3 TB per node), made it
possible to process the same number of events on almost half the number of
computing cores as on other available computing resources.

Velocity of data processing

Volume of data storage

Events of the MPD
experiment are simulated
and reconstructed on
ultrafast data storage
system under the FS

Lustre management with
a subsequent transfer to
semi-cold storages (FS

ZFS, EOS) and to the tape
library for long-term
storage.

TECHNOLOGIES IN THE NICA MEGASIENCE PROJECT



STORAGE SYSTEM - DAOS

Data flow from NICA experiment is expected from tens to hundreds of GB/sec and more with several PB for one 
experimental run. It looks very promising to use DAOS as a system for ultra-fast parallel access to complex hierarchical 
experiment data for:
- data collection
- data processing in real time
- data processing in off-line mode

The main advantages of DAOS for NICA are:
- The data access speed is comparable to the speed of server's RAM access
- Abstraction from the file storage system and data access process
- The ability to store additional metadata together with data for later easy storage, processing and subsequent data analysis
- Easy Object Storage extension during experiment

IO500 link

https://www.vi4io.org/io500/start?fields=information__system,information__institution,information__storage_vendor,information__filesystem_type,information__client_nodes,information__client_total_procs,io500__score,io500__bw,io500__md,information__data,information__list_id&equation=&sort_asc=false&sort_by=io500__score&radarmax=6&query=


DATASTORAGE BY DAOS

Distributed Asynchronous Object Storage - designed for massively distributed Non Volatile Memory 
(NVM). DAOS takes advantage of next-generation NVM technology, like Storage Class Memory (SCM) 
and NVM express (NVMe)
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DAOS MODES
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dir dir
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HDF5 POSIX Key-value

DAOS System - system of the DAOS servers

DAOS Target – virtual storage for data and metadate

DAOS Pool – pool of the virtual storages for data and metadata

DAOS Container - pool DAOS object for data management

DAOS Objects - container DAOS objects



HARDWARE

Processors

Intel 64 bit 
ARM 64 bit

Network

Ethernet
InfiniBand
Intel OPA

Storage

SSD NVMe
Optane DC Persistent Memory

SOFTWARE

Compilers

C99, Go

Build tool

scons

Channel for administration

gRPC

Persistent memory programming

PMDK

NVMe device access

SPDK

Discovering devices

hwloc

Detecting fabric interfaces

libfabric

DAOS REQUIREMENTS



HYBRILIT SPECS

8 servers for storage with

2x Intel Xeon Platinum 8268 24 cores

4x Intel Optane 512 Gb

2x Intel NVMe 2 Tb

RAM 192 Gb 

Intel OPA 100 Gbit/s

8x DAOS
SERVERS



BUILDING DAOS

Create Node-pool

Create data storage object with DAOS type

Create cluster. When creating, you must specify a group of nodes and a network 
provider

Create DAOS server with local storage, when creating, you must specify:

• number of targets per disk (2 targets per 1 disk for best performance)

• local or remote disks 

• disc groups

• RAM size (if use RAM)

Run distribute resources

Run DAOS instances



1. Each server has 4x 256 Gb PMEM memory and receive 9-12 Gbyte/s (~100 Gbit/s) bandwidth
2. Transfer data from DAOS to LUSTRE servers and convert data from Key-Value to POSIX format
3. Transfer data from Lustre to ZFS

HOW TO

Experimental data

8x DAOS 
SERVERS

Storage with 
LUSTRE

Move data to LUSTRE

Storage with
ZFS

Move data to ZFS



TESTS

4x servers

Bandwidth
~20 Gb/s

Faster then our LUSTRE

10x servers

Bandwidth
~20 Gb/s

Faster then MSC 
Russian Academy of 

Sciences
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